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About This Game

When treasure is at stake, there are no heroes!
Race your way through challenging stages while contending with deadly creatures and dastardly opponents to collect the most

treasure.

While everyone's goal is the same, each player is afforded several options to get an edge over their competitors. Players can use
their speed and agility to outpace and evade their opponents, while others might use devastating attacks to slow them down and

steal their hard earned goods.

Be sure to check out information on how to play Aqua Lungers with the basic user guide provided on the community forum:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1328542958

An here you will find information on controller support for Aqua Lungers:
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1534694517

Aqua Lungers features a variety of stages, each with their own distinct challenges, powerups, and foes.

**DISCLAIMER**
In testing it has been found that some antivirus software prevents Aqua Lungers from launching correctly. Please check the

steam support page for more information!

https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=4361-MVDP-3638
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gotta play more of this game. Started up game.
went throught tutorial yada yada.
tried to play game with a friend.
kicked him and put me with a couple of koreans.
left during loading screen game crashes.
try to find game in library.
dufuq.jpg.
its been uninstalled?
10\/10 game doesnt want me anyways.. Well, it's 1am and I've now been playing this game for the last 3 hours. It is completely
addictive. The desire to beat my previous score and get that next upgrade is huge. In comparison to some similar shooters I have
played in the past I actually feel that what I do makes a difference and I'm not just randomly shooting.

Excellent stuff.

Highly reccommended.. Juego divertido sin m\u00e1s, recomendado para partidas r\u00e1pidas. This is an interesting game,
reminds me a bit of the Mount and Blade series as far as combat goes. Obviously, you cannot create an army and interact with
NPCs, but this game has that battle style which is fun to play. I think with some time, maybe just a few months or a year, the
resulting game will be a lot of fun to play. As for now, would I suggest getting this, if you just want to hack and slash, then this
is pretty good for that. A few minutes here or there, its a lot of fun. It does get old after a bit, but I find myself just returning the
next day to fight again. I think if there was some kind of story added to the fighting, or even the ability to command units, it
would be a lot more interesting. Once the Castle Mode is finished, there will be more of a purpose to the game and it will be a
little more enjoyable. I could potentially see this being a lot of fun if played with other people, maybe there will be multiplayer
in the future, if so it would be a great and silly game to enjoy.. Out of ten attempts I have successfully loaded this program once.
During that use I was only able to create an object with reasonably unwrapped UVs once as well - all other object attempts used
less than 5% of the available UV space. Cannot recommend it until they fix numerous issues crippling its use.

A lot of people have recommended this as the best photogrammetry tool but I'm not seeing it. Faster and failed is not better than
slower and successful.. \u041f\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f
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both entertaining and educational. 1979 Revolution delivers on both fronts. It thrusts you during one of the most turbulent times
in Iran and while your actions have very little impact you are an active observer of a piece of history in the making. In the game
you play a young photographer on the side of the rebellion. As event unfold you can shape your character's views but not anyone
elses. Your job is almost exclusively to take pictures, with the occasional parts where you're run from danger or playing doctor.
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Graphics wise the game is beautiful, with vibrant locations, and many characters to interact with. Since this is a very specific
point in history and a short game you don't really get the character growth you tend to with adventure games of this kind, but it
goes back to the game being educational. This is where I think the experience falls short. Reza, the main character is from an
affluent family. He's spent time overseas and has friends and family on both sides of the conflict. But you only get to experience
his family life in 2 chapters and you feel quite detached from everything despite your cousin, brother and close friend's
involvement.

What would have made for a richer experience is being able to choose a particular character's point of view. I mean this game
was based on real events. You could have witnessed the point of view from multiple sides rather than just the side of the
freedom fighters. Ultimately this game doesn't evoke any deep emotional conflict the way it was for actual participants, whose
testimonies supposedly helped craft this story. Call it a missed opportunity if you will. The story ends on pretty much a cliff
hanger any way you put it. The one time where you get to actually play detective and figure something out you're given a
decision where all choices lead to an undesirable outcome.

i still recommend this game despite it's flaws because it does give you a different perspective. You're in the middle of a conflict
as a bystander without a gun just watching as events unfold. What makes it unique is also what makes it slightly frustrating. And
while it only highlights one particular POV in time I think that it is pretty educational from a historical context. For the time and
price it's not bad. Nothing spectacular but good enough for the price.. Should be free.. This route is rather fast, and part of the
first transcontinental railway. Its pretty detailed, but the throttle on the EMD SD70M doesn't work, which is a major bummer,
the SD70 is one of my favorite engines. I like the new horns on the EMD SD40-2 and the GE ES44AC. Also comes with a
SW10 switcher that's pretty descent.

Pros: -New Horns.
  -Very fast and detailed.
  -Part of the first Transcon, and is easily able to be 2015, or 1950 and every time in between.
  -Updated Sounds. Awsome.
  -Inproved Big Boy 4-8-8-4.

Cons: -The double-stack cars aren't realistic
  -Some of the rocks are a little sketchy
  -Really boring for people with either no attention span, or aren't used to American trains.

Over all its a good rout for fans of the Union Pacific Railway. If there was a voting system, I would give it 7.5\/10
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Watch the trailer. Listen to the theme song.
YES the game is as good as that theme song.

(And if you don't like the song, you obviously have horrible taste and shouldn't be allowed to buy anything ever)

Seriously though, if you're a fan of the genre you'll have a blast with it. The level generation works beautifully, and makes it
impossible to get bored. Give it a try!. EPILEPSY WARNING: THIS GAME HAS FLASHING LIGHTS

It has potential, but I can't recommend it game right now.

First things first, if you wanna understand this game, you need to know his shenanigans (google "bob's game").
Despite all that, the game is... Interesting.

The game is basically a "crossover" of several puzzle games, like Puyo Puyo, Columns, and Super Puzzle Fighter. You can
either select them individually or play it on a set order, each game being its own "stage". That's a quite solid concept, but there
are quite a few tecnical problems in this game

First, visuals. The neon pieces are quite nice, but the problem lies outside the puzzle grid. There is a huge cluster of information
concentrated outside of the grid on the left side of the screen. These are huge lines of text (for an UI) with precise statistics.
Things for a casual viewer, like number of lines, whith also numbers I've only heard being used by hardcore puzzle players, like
current gravity and lock delay. I don't mind the quantity of information presented on screen, but I can see someone having a
problem with that not being presented in text. It kinda looks like a debug build, Just text, mind you, nothing even remotely close
to the aesthetics of the rest of the game. It's ugly and distracting. It is completely possible to have these statistics displayed in a
more aesthetical way than this games shows right now. There there is so much text and information that, if you're playing in the
default windowed mode, four of those options will be hidden (I'll get to that in a second).

My second biggest problem is actually ironic, considering the last paragraph. This game has the habit to not telling what are you
supposed to be doing in each segment. It probably helps that I played most of these puzzles, but there are a few games that are
not self-explanatory (notably Super Puzzle Fighter). There are items on the game that I don't have the slightest clue on how they
work. For example, the Pacman icon. What does it do? I have no clue. It doesn't work like in Pac Attack, because I can
eliminate all the blocks present, and even then Pacman doesn't move (btw, Namco might sue you for using a Pacman, there's
precedent for that). There are a few items on the first puzzle that I took a while to understand what they were doing, because the
name of the information flashes rapdily on screen, giving me not enough time to process.

There's also no training mode, or any other outside of "marathon" or "endless", which... Actually, I have not that much of a
problem with that, the quantity of games inside Bob's Game is a lot of content already (I kinda wish there was a "random" mode,
with a randomly generated order of "stages").

And I will not try to use multiplayer because... Come on, Pelloni, you're asking too much from me. People are questioning the
validity of this game enough, and you're asking people to register for online multiplayer? Come one, man.

But I would urge the author to not worry with extra features right now. Because this game is, above all, collection of tecnical
misteps. The game behaves differently based on the size of the windows, with information either missing or being relocated
(and, need I remind you, this game opens in a small window by default). The transitions between games are very clumsy,
without any kind of warning. The game loves using flashing lights as substitutes for more elaborate animations, which oh boy do
I have a headache right now. Trying to vote basically softlocks the game with an error informing me the game cannot connect
into the server. The menus are clumsy and look really bad. There's a wall of text on the title screen, with the author shilling his
Patreon and other information (I'm not against Patreon, I'm against wall of texts polluting the UI). Scrolling is a mess, most
notably in the tetris attack segment.

With all that said, this game has a lot of potential. The game sure needs a lot of work into it, but it is very possible to turn itself
into a excellent puzzler.
And its playable at least. That's a lot more than I can say about, for example, Tetris Ultimate.. I recommend this as the first
game someone plays in the Hitman franchise.
This game is an amazing classic game with so much to do so i'm going to review it in sections:
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Fun Stuff:
#1 Push people down stairs instead of using your professional gear.
#2 Massacre everybody.
#3 Blow people up with mines.
#4 Use special ways to kill such as in A New Life where you can set a fire on the grill and set someone on fire.

Story Rating:
You play as Agent 47 and you assassinate people (Spoiler ahead)  and you assassinate the Vice President!\t
I rate the story a 10\/10.

I hope you get this game! Also you should pickup the newest Hitman games because they're like this one! (Don't get Absolution
unless you want an only decent story based Hitman game). I love this game.

In short, between the various endings, both romantic and which character is ultimatle given power, it's very replayable. It has
funny dialogue, good characters that are consistent and charming (for once, I found all of the romantic options to be good) and a
really fun playing system that's very unique to this game. You end up hating the villian (letting you find out who that is for
yourself) so much but in the way the writers intended. The art style is a perfect balance between being too cartoony and trying
too hard to look real and failing. It's a fun, funny game with a mystery, a good progtagonist and very fun to replay between the
different endings and the different way you can socialize.. Islanders is a minimalist puzzle\/strategy game themed around city
building. It's less accurate to call this a city builder or a city sim, since you're not simming anything, though the result is a built
city. There are no resources, no disasters, no needs to attend to. Your focus is entirely on creating building synergies with the
space allotted to you in the randomly generated islands.

The gameplay loop is simple: You start off by choosing a pack of buildings. You place these buildings, which synergize
positively and negatively both with the environment and other buildings, and gain points. At point thresholds you unlock a new
choice of buildings, and the loop continues. With every loop you expand your building options, and get a random set of
buildings among those you've already picked. In this way, you can guide how your city grows - if you put off picking lumber
camps, you'll never see lumber camps until the very end. If you pick city buildings very early, you can expect to see many many
houses and mansions. There's a level of strategy involved even from the very beginning: Groups of buildings want to be near
each other, and away from other building types. Circuses want to be near houses and breweries, and jewelers want to be near
gold mines and mansions, but want to be far away from houses. Towers want to be near as many parks, fields, and residentials as
possible, and warehouses want to be near all your industry buildings and markets, which themselves want to be near as many
houses and mansions as possible.

The more you play the game, the better you get at carving space out for all your districts, and the aesthetics arise naturally,
creating satisfying combos, and very aesthetic looking cities. There's a variety of islands to build on, from temperate, to snow, to
ruins-filled, to tiny islets that you connect with plateaus and bridges. Each has their own challenges and building preferences, so
your progression through he "technology tree" differs every map, changing up how your cities look and grow.

When you reach a sufficient point barrier, you can begin again on a newer, slightly bigger island, from scratch. You then have to
meet a slightly higher point threshold to continue to the island after that, which is a little bigger, and a little bigger, and so on.
You continue until you don't reach the threshold needed to unlock a new pack of buildings, and when you also do not have a
new island to go to. Your score is tallied up, and you begin again anew.

The game is enjoyable and relaxing. the only frustrating points for me are being one or two pixels off being able to fit a building
where I'd hoped. The game is entirely gridless, so it's possible to really hyper engineer exact placement,s but in the same way,
it's possible to be just a few pixels short of fitting something in the perfect spot, which can be maddening.

The game tickles my aesthetic love of city builders but doesn't ask that I be any good at them, it just asks me to get points. I
suck at infrastructure, roads, handling disasters, sticking fire stations everywhere... but points I can do, and I'm rewarded with
new and creative city designs on every island.

Strong recommend for people who like relaxing puzzly games that do require a bit of thought. Not super brain-burny, but
enough to need foresight if you want to maximize scores and get to the really big metropolis island.. This is 6DOF FPS, similar
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to Descent. Fast-paced, colorful, with decent music. Highly recommended! But probably not for the people who get sick easily
when playing first-person shooters.
Tried to play this game in 98, but my PC was too slow and the game was too hard. This remastered edition fixes both problems
and the result is actually very good!. It's free and it's good
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